Local artifacts in ice core methane records caused by layered bubble trapping and in situ production: a multi-site investigation
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Abstract. Advances in trace gas analysis allow localised, non-atmospheric features to be resolved in ice cores, superimposed on the coherent atmospheric signal. These high-frequency signals could not have survived the low-pass filter effect that gas diffusion in the firn exerts on the atmospheric history and therefore do not result from changes in the atmospheric composition at the ice sheet surface. Using continuous methane (CH4) records obtained from five polar ice cores, we characterise these non-atmospheric signals and explore their origin. Isolated samples, enriched in CH4 in the Tunu13 (Greenland) record are linked to the presence of melt layers. Melting can enrich the methane concentration due to a solubility effect, but we find that an additional in situ process is required to generate the full magnitude of these anomalies. Furthermore, in all the ice cores studied there is evidence of reproducible, decimetre-scale CH4 variability. Through a series of tests, we demonstrate that this is an artifact of layered bubble trapping in a heterogeneous-density firn column; we use the term “trapping signal” for this phenomenon. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the trapping signal is typically 5 ppb, but may exceed 40 ppb. Signal magnitude increases with atmospheric CH4 growth rate and seasonal density contrast, and decreases with accumulation rate. Significant annual periodicity is present in the CH4 variability of two Greenland ice cores, suggesting that layered gas trapping at these sites is controlled by regular, seasonal variations in the physical properties of the firn. Future analytical campaigns should anticipate high-frequency artifacts at high-melt ice core sites or during time periods with high atmospheric CH4 growth rate in order to avoid misinterpretation of such features as past changes in atmospheric composition.

1 Introduction

Continuous measurement of ice core methane (CH4) concentrations utilising laser spectroscopy (Stowasser et al., 2012) is rapidly emerging as a powerful tool in palaeoclimatology, producing highly detailed records of atmospheric methane for the Last Glacial Period (Chappellaz et al., 2013; Rhodes et al., 2015) and Late Holocene (Rhodes et al., 2013). The ability to expediently and precisely measure trace gases in ice cores at centimetre-scale depth resolution also allows us to locally resolve novel, high-frequency signals that do not reflect past atmospheric conditions (Faïn et al., 2014; Rhodes et al., 2013) but instead reveal new information about other processes that influence trace gases in ice cores.

The processes of diffusive mixing and gradual bubble close-off, which occur in the firn column, cumulatively act as
a low-pass filter, removing high-frequency atmospheric signals, such as the CH$_4$ seasonal cycle (Schwander et al., 1993; Trudinger et al., 1997). All polar ice cores therefore yield trace gas records that are smoothed versions of the actual atmospheric history, with the degree of smoothing depending on site conditions, particularly temperature and accumulation rate (Schwander et al., 1997). Although the degree to which any past atmospheric signal is damped by the firn is not always well constrained, it can be estimated (Rosen et al., 2014; Spahni et al., 2003). Trace gas signals present at frequencies above those that could be preserved in the face of the natural smoothing cannot represent atmospheric history. If they are present we must assume that they are not related directly to the original atmospheric variation at the surface of the ice sheet.

A previous study of Late Holocene Greenlandic ice (North Greenland Eemian Project (NEEM)-2011-S1 ice core; Rhodes et al., 2013) identified three categories of non-atmospheric CH$_4$ signals:

1. Infrequent, abrupt CH$_4$ spikes (20–100 cm depth interval, 35–80 ppb excess CH$_4$) coincident with elevated concentrations of refractory black carbon (rBC) and ammonium (NH$_4^+$), suggested to be linked to microbial in situ production. Similar amplitude CH$_4$ anomalies, typically coeval with elevated NH$_4^+$, were subsequently reported in Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2 (GISP2) Holocene ice (Mitchell et al., 2013). The NEEM Community Members (2013) also implicated biological in situ production in the much larger amplitude (> 1000 ppb) CH$_4$ anomalies observed in NEEM ice dating from the last interglacial (Eemian).

2. CH$_4$ oscillations of > 100 ppb peak-to-peak amplitude through the lock-in zone. Following Etheridge et al. (1992), it was suggested that the CH$_4$ variability was related to the mechanism of layered bubble trapping (Fig. 1). Briefly, according to this mechanism, air bubbles in relatively dense layers close off earlier, trapping anomalously old air, and air bubbles in less dense layers close off later, trapping relatively young air. Providing that there is a sustained gradient of change in atmospheric methane across this time span, the air bubbles in adjacent layers will contain different concentrations of methane. Mitchell et al. (2015) quantified this phenomenon in samples from the lock-in zone of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS)-Divide ice core and developed a parameterisation for layered bubble trapping in a firn densification model.

3. Quasi-annual scale CH$_4$ oscillations of 24 ppb peak-to-peak amplitude in the mature ice phase. Such features had only been observed previously in mature ice at Law Dome by Etheridge et al. (1992) who observed CH$_4$ variability consistent with younger air being trapped in summer layers and older air trapped in winter layers.

Although Rhodes et al. (2013) hypothesised that they observed similar features, decimetre-scale CH$_4$ oscillations were observed throughout the NEEM-2011-S1 CH$_4$ record, not only during periods of sustained change in atmospheric CH$_4$ concentration, questioning whether all the resolved variability could be attributed to the layered bubble trapping mechanism.

The findings summarised above generate many questions about what factors affect the biological and/or physical mechanisms responsible for the non-atmospheric CH$_4$ signals in polar glacial ice. For example, is the suspected in situ production of CH$_4$ ubiquitous across the Greenland ice sheet? Can similar anomalous signals be detected in Antarctic ice that has a significantly lower impurity loading? How do site temperature, accumulation rate and impurity load affect the high-frequency CH$_4$ variability tentatively linked to layered bubble close-off?

These questions are critically important because ice core trace gas records are integral to palaeoclimatology, enabling us to investigate the relationship between atmospheric greenhouse gases and climate prior to the late 20th century. Recent analytical advances in both discrete (Mitchell et al., 2011) and continuous trace gas measurement techniques (Rhodes et al., 2013; Stowasser et al., 2012) have increased data precision and resolution, which is undoubtedly advantageous for palaeoclimatic research, but also increases the likelihood of resolving non-atmospheric signals. Avoiding misinterpretation of non-atmospheric signals and therefore having confidence in the fidelity of the atmospheric histories constructed from ice cores requires detailed knowledge of the physical and biological processes that may locally affect trace gas records. This knowledge, acquired from polar ice cores, could also provide hints about how to extract an atmospheric signal from gas measurements performed on non-polar ice cores that are significantly affected by such artifacts (e.g., Hou et al., 2013). Furthermore, by studying non-atmospheric artifacts in ice core gas records we may learn about the physical mechanisms which trap air bubbles in the firn enabling us to improve numerical model parameterisations used to estimate the gas age-ice age difference and the smoothing effect of firn-based processes. Additionally, it may be possible to glean information about biological activity in one of the harshest biomes on Earth (Rohde et al., 2008).

This study examines Late Holocene CH$_4$ records with centimetre-scale resolution from five polar ice cores with contrasting site characteristics (Table 1). Four of the cores are from Greenland and one is from East Antarctica (Fig. S1 in the Supplement). Accumulation rate and temperature, the principal factors affecting firn densification rates, vary considerably between the different cores. Concentrations of chemical impurities contained within the ice can also vary by an order of magnitude (Table 1). Here we compare the ultra-high-resolution CH$_4$ records of the five different ice cores to show that the high-frequency non-atmospheric sig-
Table 1. Locations, site characteristics and other relevant information for ice cores featured in this study. Please refer to footnotes for explanation of abbreviations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ice core &amp; location</th>
<th>Depth interval (m)</th>
<th>Gas age interval (yr AD)</th>
<th>Accum. rate (cm ice yr(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Mean annual temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Mean liq. cond. (µS)</th>
<th>Age scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B40 Drønning Maud Land E. Antarctica</td>
<td>200–88</td>
<td>331–1710</td>
<td>811 65</td>
<td>-46(^b)</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>Ice: ALC+VS Gas: tied to WDC06A-7(^f)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4 S. Central Greenland</td>
<td>146–61</td>
<td>1825–1961</td>
<td>90 14</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>Ice: ALC+VS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEEM NW Greenland 77.45° N, 51.06° W</td>
<td>573–399</td>
<td>-682–322</td>
<td>187(^a) 17</td>
<td>-28.9(^c)</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>Ice: GICC05(^b) Gas: GICC05(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGRIP Central Greenland 75.10° N, 42.32° W</td>
<td>569–519</td>
<td>-929–616</td>
<td>235 18</td>
<td>-31.5(^d)</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>Ice: GICC05(^b) Gas: tied to WDC06A-7(^f)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunu13 NE Greenland 78.035° N, 33.879° W</td>
<td>213–73</td>
<td>836–1893</td>
<td>314–369 21–27</td>
<td>-29(^e)</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>Ice: ALC+VS(^l) Gas: tied to WDC06A-7(^f)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAIS Divide West Antarctica 79.47° S, 112.08° W</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>208(^l) 20(^l)</td>
<td>-31(^j)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \(\Delta\) age = difference between gas age and ice age. If no reference is provided, value is estimated by age scale synchronisation or OSU firm air model; FWHM = Full Width at Half Maximum of gas age distribution at close-off depth estimated by OSU firm air model (Rosen et al., 2014); mean liq. cond. = mean liquid conductivity; ALC = annual layer count; VS = volcanic synchronisation; gas age scales do not incorporate lock-in zone measurements. \(^a\) Buizert et al. (2014); \(^b\) Klein (2014); \(^c\) NEEM community members (2013); \(^d\) NGRIP community members (2004); \(^e\) Butler et al. (1999); \(^f\) Mitchell et al. (2013); \(^g\) MacFarling Meure et al. (2006); \(^h\) Rasmussen et al. (2013); \(^i\) Sigl et al. (2015); \(^j\) Mitchell et al. (2011).
free layers that were melt layers and those that were wind crusts (fine-grained, sintered layers thought to result from wind action (Alley, 1988). Both are likely to occur as Tunu is a windy site and our field team found melt layers from the 2012 Greenland melt event. The B40 ice core was drilled close to Kohnen Station, Dronning Maud Land, E Antarctica, by the Alfred Wegner Institute and represents the coldest site with lowest impurity loading of the cores featured in this study (Table 1).

2.2 Analytical methods

All the ice cores listed in Table 1 were analysed at the Desert Research Institute, Reno NV, USA, using a continuous ice core melter system with online gas measurements (Rhodes et al., 2013, 2015). Chemical concentrations in the liquid were measured simultaneously, as described previously (McCoppin et al., 2002, 2007).

An optical feedback cavity enhanced absorption spectrometer (SARA, developed at Laboratoire Interdisciplinaire de Physique, University Grenoble Alpes, Grenoble, France; Morville et al., 2005) was used to analyse methane – the same instrument as used by Rhodes et al. (2013) and Faïn et al. (2014). The system response time (time to reach 90% of concentration step change; \( t_{90} \)) was 109 s, equivalent to 9.4–12.3 cm, depending on the melt rate used for each ice core (Table S1). Methane data were corrected for dissolution in the melted ice core sample following methods described previously (Rhodes et al., 2013). Some system parameters, such as melt rate, varied between ice cores to ensure the best compromise between measurement efficiency and resolution (mainly in liquid phase) and different solubility corrections are used to account for this (Table S1). Allan variance tests performed on measurements of synthetic sample (standard gas mixed with degassed water) suggested an optimal integration time > 1000 s. However, to maximise depth resolution we used an integration time of 5 s, for which Allan variance tests suggest an internal precision of 1.7 ppb (2\( \sigma \)).

To limit entry of ambient air into the analytical system as breaks in the core were encountered, ice was removed at any angled breaks to obtain a planar surface on which the next ice stick could sit squarely. This resulted in some short sections of data loss. Methane data were manually screened for spikes resulting from ambient air entry at the melterhead (see also Sect. 3.2) because an automated screening algorithm proved too aggressive, resulting in the removal of real variability, as confirmed by discrete CH\(_4\) measurements.

Methane and chemistry data were mapped onto a depth scale using high-resolution (0.1–0.5 Hz acquisition rate) liquid conductivity data and time–depth relationships recorded by system operators. A constant melt rate for each metre length of core is assumed. Depth scale uncertainties are estimated to be ±2 cm (2\( \sigma \)). The ice and gas age scales used for each ice core are listed in Table 1.

For comparison, discrete samples from the Tunu13 ice core were analysed at Oregon State University for methane concentration and total air content. Minor adjustments to the methods of Mitchell et al. (2011) are described in the Supplement. Twenty-four ~ 15 cm depth sections were analysed at 6 cm resolution. External precision of these data, estimated as pooled standard deviation of 34 duplicate (horizontally-adjacent) sample sets, is 3.1 ppb for CH\(_4\) and 0.002 cm\(^3\) STP g\(^{-1}\) ice for total air content (1\( \sigma \)).

2.3 Firn air transport models

We compare our empirical data to theoretical model predictions of CH\(_4\) concentrations in closed bubbles resulting from layered gas trapping produced by the Center for Ice and Climate (CIC), Copenhagen, firn air transport model (Buizert et
3 Results and discussion

3.1 Integrity of the atmospheric CH$_4$ history from ice cores

Multi-decadal scale atmospheric CH$_4$ variability, previously observed in Law Dome DSS (MacFarling Meure et al., 2006), WAIS Divide (Mitchell et al., 2011), GISP2 (Mitchell et al., 2013) and NEEM-2011-S1 (Rhodes et al., 2013), is faithfully replicated in all the ice cores analysed in this study (Fig. 2). The multi-decadal signals recorded in each core vary in amplitude because the original atmospheric signal has been smoothed to a different extent at each site by firn-based processes (diffusive mixing and gradual bubble occlusion). As expected, the low accumulation, cold, East Antarctic core B40 exhibits the most extreme firn-based smoothing (orange line), and the Tunu13 record (green line) shows significant signal damping compared to NGRIP (purple line) due to the lower accumulation rates at Tunu. The estimated gas age distribution width (full width at half maximum) at close-off depth for present-day conditions at each ice core site ranges from 14 years at D4 to 65 years at B40 (Table 1). Atmospheric signals of a shorter period than the gas age distribution width are unlikely to be resolved with their full amplitude in the ice core record.

3.2 Potential in situ CH$_4$ production and melt layers

The continuous CH$_4$ records of all the ice cores analysed contained a high-frequency component superimposed on the coherent atmospheric signals shown in Fig. 2. For this study it was particularly challenging to confidently distinguish between isolated anomalously high CH$_4$ spikes present in situ and those resulting from contamination by ambient air. Forest fire haze over Reno during the analytical campaign meant that it was not possible to rely on the absence of a carbon monoxide (CO) signal as indicative of ambient air entry, as has previously been the case (Rhodes et al., 2013). This problem was compounded by poor core quality (high break density, Table S1) in some core sections. However, in a limited number of cases, discussed below, we were able to distinguish between ambient air contamination and in situ CH$_4$ signals.

Figure 2. Late Holocene continuous CH$_4$ data from Tunu13, D4, NGRIP and NEEM Greenland ice cores and B40 Antarctic ice core for time periods −900–1750 AD (a) and 1750–1960 AD (b). Each record is a cubic spline fit with 1-year sample spacing to the 5 s integrated data. No data from the lock-in zone are included on this figure. Also plotted are discrete CH$_4$ data from GISP2 and WAIS Divide ice cores (Mitchell et al., 2013) and NEEM-2011-S1 continuous CH$_4$ data (Rhodes et al., 2013).
Figure 3. Decimetre-scale CH$_4$ variability in Tunu13 mature ice captured by continuous (green) and discrete (black diamonds) analyses: (a) both records on depth scale with vertical grey lines indicating depths of bubble-free layers observed; (b) residual high-frequency non-atmospheric component of Tunu13 signal: continuous record (green on panel a) minus cubic spline fit (black line on panel a). Data from below 172 m depth are excluded because there are too many data gaps resulting from poor core quality. Y axis has been clipped at $-30$ and $+30$ ppb. Data minimum and maximum are $-38$ and 36 ppb; c–h) Zoomed views of high-frequency CH$_4$ variability within blue rectangles displayed on panel (a). CH$_4$ concentrations of discrete data points are increased by 8.5 ppb on panels (c)–(h) to aid comparison with continuous data. 2$\sigma$ internal precision uncertainty bars are plotted for discrete data. Horizontal bars on discrete measurements represent depth interval of each sample. Depth uncertainty for the continuous data is estimated to be $\pm$2 cm (2$\sigma$).

Discrete CH$_4$ measurements performed on Tunu13 ice provided useful information concerning isolated in situ CH$_4$ spikes. The CH$_4$ concentrations of 5 of the 146 discrete samples analysed (Table 2) were anomalously high, between 15 and 80 ppb greater than adjacent samples. The elevated CH$_4$ samples also had relatively low air content values of 0.0847–0.0970 cm$^3$ STP g$^{-1}$ ice compared to median of 0.1002 cm$^3$ STP g$^{-1}$ ice (Table 2), negating the possibility of sample contamination by an ambient air leak during analysis. The five anomalous samples were all located within 2.5 cm of bubble-free layers logged during processing (Fig. 3a, f–g, Table S2).

We therefore hypothesize that these bubble-free layers are melt layers. Anomalously high CH$_4$ values in ice cores have been linked to melt layers because (a) the solubility of CH$_4$ in water is greater than that of bulk air, and/or (b) previous studies suggest a potential for CH$_4$ production by microbial activity, via reaction pathways that are currently unknown (Campen et al., 2003; NEEM community members, 2013).

The CH$_4$ concentration and air content of each of these discrete samples represent a mixture of air from standard bubbly ice and air from a melt layer. Each discrete sample typically spanned 6 cm of ice core depth and, by com-
were not able to obtain a sample of pure melt layer, and the anomalously high CH$_4$ concentrations at other depths (Fig. S3).

Most of these chemical species were associated with isolated CH$_4$ spikes, because these chemical species were associated with isolated CH$_4$ spikes, that we assume are melt layers (Table S2). The onset of these events can be extremely abrupt, making them appear similar to ambient air contamination. Twelve bubble-free layer depths had no continuous CH$_4$ data, usually because data had been removed due to mixing with standard at start/end of a run or because the ice had been removed across a badly-shaped break. The CH$_4$ record at a further 20 bubble-free layer depths was affected by ambient air contamination. There are also 78 bubble-free layer depths for which the CH$_4$ record appears anomaly-free, suggesting that many of these observed bubble-free layers could be wind crusts, not melt layers (Orsi et al., 2015). Alternatively, many of these bubble-free layers did not span the entire horizontal area of the 10 cm diameter core and may have not have been included in the 3.4 × 3.4 cm melter stick cut from the core.

We investigated the chemical composition (nitrate, refractory black carbon and ammonium concentrations) of the suspected-melt layers with anomalously high CH$_4$, because these chemical species were associated with isolated CH$_4$ spikes in the NEEM-S1-2011 ice core (Rhodes et al., 2013) and GISP2 ice core (Mitchell et al., 2013, NH$_4^+$). In the Tunu13 record, there was no significant difference between chemical concentrations at depths coincident with anomalously high CH$_4$ linked to melt layers and chemical concentrations at other depths (Fig. S3).

### 3.3 Lock-in-zone CH$_4$ variability

Methane concentrations were measured continuously upcore into the lock-in zone for three ice cores: D4, Tunu13 and B40. We observed a marked increase in the amplitude of decimetre-scale variability and a gradual decrease in gas flow

---

**Table 2.** Discrete CH$_4$ and total air content measurements on Tunu13 samples containing melt layers. Estimated CH$_4$ concentrations of the melt layers result from a simple mixing calculation using air content measurements made on Summit melt layer samples. Values in parentheses reflect the range of melt layer air content values measured. Predicted CH$_4$ values are calculated using the assumption that the melt layer was in equilibrium with the atmosphere, according to Henry’s Law (0°C, 0.750 atm.). Henry’s Law constants for CH$_4$, O$_2$ and N$_2$ were obtained from NIST Chemistry WebBook (http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?Name=methane&Units=SI&cSO=on). CH$_4$ concentrations of adjacent samples are used as atmospheric concentrations at time of melt layer formation. All of these samples are from the Tunu13 Main core.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample depth range (m)</th>
<th>Sample CH$_4$ conc. (ppb)</th>
<th>Sample total air content (cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$ ice STP)</th>
<th>Melt layer thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Estimated CH$_4$ conc. of melt layer (ppb)</th>
<th>$\times$ fold CH$_4$ enrichment of ML relative to sample</th>
<th>Mean CH$_4$ conc. of adjacent samples (ppb)</th>
<th>Predicted CH$_4$ conc. of melt layer in equilib. with atmos. (ppb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>113.910–113.970</td>
<td>773.6</td>
<td>0.0956</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>6355</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>737.1</td>
<td>1492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153.225–153.300</td>
<td>730.3</td>
<td>0.0859</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1829</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>723.9</td>
<td>1465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156.235–156.285</td>
<td>744.1</td>
<td>0.0941</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>5356</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>721.0</td>
<td>1460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181.710–181.760</td>
<td>700.3</td>
<td>0.0970</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2539</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>686.1</td>
<td>1389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194.610–194.700</td>
<td>771.9</td>
<td>0.0847</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3683</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>684.0</td>
<td>1385</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In light of this apparent link between anomalously high CH$_4$ concentrations and melt layers in Tunu13 ice, we re-examined the continuous CH$_4$ data and identified a further 14 bubble-free layers, coincident in depth with anomalous CH$_4$ spikes, that we assume are melt layers (Table S2). The predicted equilibrium CH$_4$ concentrations range from 1829 (+704/−310) ppb to 6355 (+3585/−1574) ppb, equivalent to 2.5–8.6 fold the atmospheric CH$_4$ concentrations at the time of melt layer formation (Table 2).
to the instrument through the lock-in zone (Fig. S4), similar to results produced by continuous CH$_4$ analysis of the lock-in zones in NEEM-2011-S1 (Rhodes et al., 2013) and WAIS Divide (WDC05A, Mitchell et al., 2015) ice cores. The sharp increase in the amplitude of high-frequency variability by up to 10-fold makes the base of the lock-in zone (close-off depth) easily recognisable in continuous CH$_4$ data. We estimate the close-off depth to be 82 m at D4, 73 m at Tunu13 and 95 m at B40, comparable to values from firn air field campaigns at the latter two sites (Tunu13: Butler et al., 1999; B40: Weiler, 2008). The D4 continuous CH$_4$ data appear to encompass the entire lock-in zone.

Initial examination suggests that the magnitude of lock-in zone CH$_4$ variability varies significantly between cores (Fig. S4) but it is not possible to quantify the degree of ambient air contamination influencing our lock-in zone measurements, either from laboratory air (∼1890 ppb) via interconnected open porosity or from post-coring bubble closure (Aydin et al., 2010). It is therefore difficult to quantify the influence of layered bubble trapping on lock-in zone CH$_4$ variability. However, we have reason to believe that the proportion of ambient laboratory air versus air from the closed porosity may be low because continuous CH$_4$ measurements of WAIS Divide lock-in zone samples conducted using the same analytical system were well replicated by discrete CH$_4$ measurements (see Mitchell et al., 2015; Fig. S5). Furthermore, Mitchell et al. (2015) used δ$^{15}$N of N$_2$ data measured on the WAIS Divide lock-in zone samples to calculate the proportion of air affected by post-coring bubble closure at 10.6 ± 6.1%; this value should be considered as an upper estimate as the core used in that study was stored for ∼6 years prior to analysis.

### 3.4 High-frequency non-atmospheric signals in mature ice

#### 3.4.1 Observations

In the mature ice phase below the close-off depth we observe significant decimetre-scale variability in the CH$_4$ records of every ice core analysed. In each case, it is impossible that this high-frequency signal could have existed in the atmosphere at the ice sheet surface and survived the low-pass filter action of the firn – the gas age distribution widths (Table 1) are greater than the approximate signal periods. We initially focus in detail on only Tunu13 and B40 because these are the most complete records, with relatively little ice removed prior to analysis and few ambient air entry problems, both factors linked to the number of core breaks (Table S1).

A smoothing spline is subtracted from the CH$_4$ record of each site to effectively remove the atmospheric signal (Fig. 3a and b, Tunu13 shown). The residual CH$_4$ record contains a high-frequency, non-atmospheric signal and analytical noise (Fig. 3b). The mean peak-to-peak amplitude (see Supplement) of the residual high-frequency CH$_4$ in the

Tunu13 record from 987 to 1870 AD gas age is 5.3 ppb (median is 3.7 ppb) and varies between 2 and 42 ppb. Variability of similar peak-to-peak amplitude and frequency observed along the NEEM ice core continuous CH$_4$ profile was attributed to analytical system noise (Chappellaz et al., 2013). Here, we have confidence that we capture a high-frequency signal present above the analytical noise in some sections of the record because discrete CH$_4$ measurements on the Tunu13 core conducted at 6 cm resolution also show substantial variability within each 15 cm depth section. CH$_4$ concentrations in adjacent samples differ by up to 32 ppb, but more typically by 3.4 ppb, and reproduce some of the decimetre-scale changes resolved by the continuous measurements (Fig. 3c–e). CH$_4$ oscillations captured by the discrete measurements are larger in amplitude than those in the continuous gas record because the continuous gas analysis system causes more signal smoothing than the discrete analysis (Stowasser et al., 2012; Table S1, Fig S2). The 5.3 ppb mean peak-to-peak amplitude of this high-frequency non-atmospheric signal must therefore be a minimum estimate of the true signal in the ice.

A high-frequency, non-atmospheric signal in excess of analytical noise is also present in sections of the B40 continuous CH$_4$ record and it is reproducible; we measured replicate ice core sticks on different days and were able to resolve very similar decimetre-scale features in ice samples from 114–120 m depth (Fig. 4). The sharp CH$_4$ troughs at 122.8, 122.6, 122.3, 121.3 and 120.2 m are particularly well replicated and
highly unlikely to be analytical artifacts. The mean peak-to-peak amplitude of the high-frequency non-atmospheric signal in this section of the B40 record is 5.4 ppb (median is 5.1 ppb).

### 3.4.2 Evidence for layered bubble trapping

Our results demonstrate that the quasi-annual variability previously observed in the ice phase of the NEEM-2011-S1 core (Rhodes et al., 2013) is not unique to NEEM or to Greenlandic ice. The question now is: what causes it? If it is an artifact of layered bubble trapping, as speculated for NEEM-2011-S1, the observed decimetre-scale variability should respond in a predictable way to several factors that vary over time and between ice core sites. We therefore systematically examine our empirical data to assess the influence of each factor and judge whether any relationship is consistent with the mechanism of layered bubble trapping.

#### Atmospheric CH₄ growth rate

Our conceptual model of layered bubble trapping predicts that the difference in CH₄ concentration between adjacent layers (∆CH₄) should increase with the CH₄ concentration gradient in the firn column, which is dictated by the atmospheric CH₄ growth rate (Fig. 1). We can clearly observe this relationship in the Tunu13 record; amplitudes of the decimetre-scale CH₄ oscillations are greatest when the atmospheric CH₄ concentration shows a sustained trend of increase or decrease, particularly during the steep post-Industrial Revolution CH₄ rise and the growth and decay in atmospheric CH₄ concentrations associated with the prominent CH₄ oscillation centered on 1550 AD (Fig. 3b).

To explore this relationship quantitatively, we compare the CH₄ growth rate to the standard deviation (σ) of the high-frequency CH₄ residual (data minus spline, as Fig. 3b) for moving windowed sections of the Tunu13 record. Windows are 40 years in length and are calculated at 10-year interval. Strong linear relationships between CH₄ growth rate and the magnitude of high-frequency variability are revealed for atmospheric CH₄ growth and decay rates > 0.4 ppb yr⁻¹ (Fig. 5e). The gradients of the linear relationships are similar in both cases (7–8 ppb σ-CH₄ ppb yr⁻¹ growth rate). At low growth rates (< 0.4 ppb yr⁻¹) σ-CH₄ values reflect the analytical precision of 1.7 ppb. The observation that σ-CH₄ only increases beyond analytical noise at growth rate > 0.4 ppb yr⁻¹ heavily implicates the mechanism of layered bubble trapping as the cause of the high-frequency CH₄ signal because it requires sustained trend of change in atmospheric concentration to produce CH₄ artifacts (Fig. 1). We therefore define high-frequency non-atmospheric CH₄ variability in excess of analytical noise as “trapping signal”.

This analysis was repeated on the high-frequency CH₄ residual records from other ice cores: B40, NEEM-2011-S1, D4 and NGRIP (Fig. 5a–d). For NGRIP, only data from 1050–1240 and 1774–1860 AD (gas age) were used, the latter with a 10 years length window to avoid data gaps. For NEEM-2011-S1, data from 1450–1840 AD were used. Any 40-year time window with a data gap > 5 years duration was discarded from analysis. We note that the CH₄ growth rate recorded in the ice core is not strictly equivalent to the atmospheric growth rate because firm-based smoothing may have caused some damping of the signal (Fig. 2). The B40 record is significantly affected by firm-based smoothing (Fig. S2), which reduces the growth rate captured by the ice core archive. The B40 record is also severely impacted by system-
based smoothing (Fig. S2), which damps the trapping signal to within range of the analytical noise for much of the record, except the section displayed in figure 4. The combination of these two effects destroys any relationship between atmospheric growth rate and amplitude of the high-frequency signal (Fig. 5a). There is also little sign of a relationship between growth rate and $\sigma$-CH$_4$ in the NEEM-2011-S1 data (Fig. 5b) and we speculate this is the result of a more aggressive ambient air screening method applied by Rhodes et al. (2013) that may have removed real variability.

Results are more encouraging for D4 and NGRIP as both sites exhibit linear relationships between CH$_4$ growth rate and the trapping signal magnitude (Fig. 5c and d). Both negative and positive growth rates at NGRIP exhibit the same gradient of change with $\sigma$-CH$_4$. The consistency of results between sites is important for the identification of layered bubble trapping as the mechanism behind the high-frequency variability. Further support can be drawn from the CIC firn air transport model, which predicts a linear relationship between atmospheric growth rate and the CH$_4$ trapping signal magnitude at WAIS Divide (red line, Fig. 5f). When the Tunu13, D4 and NGRIP data are all plotted on the same axes with the WAIS Divide model simulation (Fig. 5f), the gradient of the modelled linear relationship is within the range of gradients of our empirical data from three different Greenland ice core sites. Clearly, the CH$_4$ trapping signal magnitude ($\sigma$-CH$_4$) does not have the same sensitivity to growth rate at all ice core sites; another factor is influencing CH$_4$ variability, as we explore below.

For completeness we note that physics tells us that there can still be a tiny layered bubble trapping signal at zero growth rate due to the effect of gravity. As CH$_4$ is lighter than air, gravity reduces the CH$_4$ concentration with depth relative to the concentration in the atmosphere. Thus at zero growth rate there is still a CH$_4$ gradient in the firn that can result in the generation of a trapping signal via layered gas occlusion. This also means that at positive atmospheric growth rates, the gravitational gradient must be overcome in order to generate CH$_4$ oscillations related to layering. This is why the modelled WAIS Divide growth rate vs. $\sigma$-CH$_4$ plot intersects the x-axis at a slightly positive growth rate and $\sigma$-CH$_4$ is predicted to be 0.11 ppb at zero growth rate (Fig. 5f). This effect is an order of magnitude smaller than the analytical noise and is not detectable.

Accumulation rate

At a constant atmospheric growth rate, the CH$_4$ trapping signal amplitude produced by layered bubble trapping should be determined by the difference in age between the air trapped relatively early compared to younger air trapped relatively late ($t_2$ minus $t_1$ on Fig. 1). One factor that will affect how quickly an adjacent layer is closed off is accumulation rate (A) – more new snow accumulation will cause layers to spend less time in the firn column reducing the time inter-

![Figure 6. Relationship between accumulation rate and high-frequency CH$_4$ variability. The vertical panels represent two time intervals: 1490–1630 AD (a) and 1770–1900 AD (b) for which high-resolution CH$_4$ data are available from three ice cores with different accumulation rates. Note that the three clusters of data points for each time period do not represent the same ice cores in each case. The top row (a, b) displays $(\sigma)$–CH$_4$ calculated every 10 years for intervals of 40 years duration as Fig. 5 (except for NGRIP data points on (b, d) that represent discrete 10-year intervals). The bottom row (c, d) displays $\sigma$-CH$_4$ values adjusted (increased by 1.25–5 depending on ice core) to correct for the damping effect of the continuous analytical system (Fig. S2). Mean values for each ice core on each panel are displayed (black diamonds) with power law relationships (black line). Also shown is the relationship between accumulation rate and $\sigma$-CH$_4$ for WAIS Divide (at 2.5 ppb yr$^{-1}$ atmospheric growth rate) as predicted by the CIC firn air transport model.](https://www.clim-past.net/12/1061/2016/fig6.png)
differs between time slices considered. An inverse relationship between $\sigma$-CH$_4$ and annual layer thickness is identifiable for the 1490–1630 AD interval and a power law fit is applied, but a linear relationship would also be applicable here. A power law relationship is identifiable between annual layer thickness and $\sigma$-CH$_4$ for the 1770–1900 AD time period, which has the greatest range of annual layer thickness and $\sigma$-CH$_4$ values. These corrected data suggest that, at a fixed growth rate, an inverse relationship exists between accumulation rate and the magnitude of CH$_4$ variability ($\sigma$-CH$_4$). This is how we would expect CH$_4$ trapping signal to respond to accumulation rate.

CIC firn air transport model simulations for WAIS Divide exhibit a similar power law relationship to the empirical data, whereby $\sigma$-CH$_4$ is proportional to $1/A^{1.47}$. The slope is the result of two separate effects. First, increasing $A$ decreases the amount of air that is transported in the firn column, which by itself should cause CH$_4$ trapping signal to scale as $1/A$. Second, at increased $A$ the advective gas transport in the open pores is enhanced, and this reduces the CH$_4$ gradient down the firn column. If bubbles are then trapped over the same depth range, the amplitude of CH$_4$ variability will be reduced, and this effect appears to scale as $1/A^{3.47}$ in the firm model. An important caveat is that the model assumes no change in the firm density profile with changing accumulation rate, which is unrealistic. However, the model does appear to capture a response of CH$_4$ trapping signal to accumulation rate that is roughly comparable to that observable in the real world data.

Firn layering

Another factor that should influence the amount of time that passes between early and late bubble closure is the degree of contrast between the physical properties of firn in adjacent layers. There is no doubt that the physical properties of firn ultimately control when a bubble is occluded, or a layer is completely sealed off. The relative importance of local density variability, firn microstructure, permeability and/or porosity in this process is actively debated. The traditional interpretation of density as the principal influence on bubble occlusion is being challenged (Gregory et al., 2014). However, we concentrate on the potential influence of local density variability in this section.

The controls on density layering in the firn are poorly understood, but a recent study suggests that variability near the firn-ice transition is higher at warmer, high accumulation sites (Hörhold et al., 2011). It is difficult to test the effects of density layering because we do not have the high-resolution density information required to do so. However, we can use the CIC firn air transport model, which utilises high-resolution density data for the WAIS Divide ice core, to make a prediction. In these simulations, we define the density layering to be $\rho_{\text{layer}} = \rho - \langle \rho \rangle$ with the local firm densities ($\rho$) as given by the high-resolution measurements, and the bulk density ($\langle \rho \rangle$) as given by a spline fit to those data. We then run the model several times with a density profile that equals $\rho = \langle \rho \rangle + \alpha \rho_{\text{layer}}$. By varying the scaling parameter $\alpha$ between 0 and 1.6 we can effectively control the magnitude of the firm density layering. As we would expect, no high-frequency CH$_4$ trapping signal is produced in the absence of density layering ($\alpha = 0$; Fig. S5). When the magnitudes of the local density anomalies are halved ($\alpha = 0.5$), the trapping signal amplitude decreases slightly more than 2-fold from 7.3 to 3.2 ppb. This effect is minor compared to that of accumulation rate or atmospheric growth rate. However, it may explain why interior Antarctic sites, like B40, which have less pronounced seasonality in density at the firn-ice transition compared to coastal Antarctic or Greenland locations (Hörhold et al., 2011) may show only a moderate trapping signal despite the extremely low accumulation rates.

3.5 Layered gas trapping mechanism

3.5.1 Spatial and temporal information

Having established that the high-frequency CH$_4$ signal we observe in all the ice cores in this study shows characteristics consistent with the mechanism of layered gas trapping (Fig. 1), we are able to discern aspects of this physical process.

First, the CH$_4$ trapping signal measured for the different ice core sites allows us to estimate the age difference between the air samples trapped in adjacent layers ($t_2 - t_1$ on Fig. 1). High-frequency CH$_4$ residual data, corrected for system smoothing effects (Sect. 3.4.2) from the 1810–1860 AD time interval, which has an atmospheric growth rate of 1.5 ppb yr$^{-1}$ (in D4 – the least susceptible record to firm-based smoothing of the atmospheric signal), suggest a gas age difference between adjacent layers of 23 years at Tunu13, 2.4 years at D4 and 5 years at NGRIP. These values can be compared to previously published estimates of 10 years for WAIS Divide (Mitchell et al., 2015), 12 years for NEEM-2011-S1 (Rhodes et al., 2013) and 2 years for Law Dome (Etheridge et al., 1992). Unsurprisingly, the gas age difference between adjacent layers is greater at lower accumulation sites. To negate the issue of smoothing associated with the analytical system, we also consider Tunu13 discrete measurements, which show a maximum oscillation of 32 ppb amplitude at an atmospheric growth rate of 1.5 ppb yr$^{-1}$ (Fig. 3c). The age difference between layers in this case would be 21 years, which is very close to the estimate above.

Second, the frequency of CH$_4$ oscillations resulting from layered bubble trapping should reflect the difference in depth, and therefore also ice age (not the age of the gas trapped inside the bubbles, as discussed above) between adjacent firn layers where bubbles are closed off at different times. To test this with our ice core data we perform multi-taper method (MTM) spectral analysis of the Tunu13, D4, NGRIP and B40 CH$_4$ records (Fig. 7). Spectral analysis is performed in the ice
Figure 7. Multi-taper method (MTM) spectra of high-frequency, non-atmospheric residual CH$_4$ variability of four ice cores. MTM was performed in the ice age domain using 2 tapers and 3° of freedom. Each spectrum represents a 40 years window of data. For Tunu13, NGRIP and B40 each spectrum is colour-coded according to the CH$_4$ growth rate of that data window. For D4, spectra are colour-coded according to whether or not the time window encompasses data from the lock-in zone (< 82 m depth). All D4 spectra represent time windows of CH$_4$ growth rate > 0.4 ppb yr$^{-1}$. The bold lines represent averaged spectra for the low/high growth rate or mature ice/partial firn categories. The mean relative power at 1-year period is displayed (black open circles) with vertical lines representing the 90 % confidence intervals for the averaged spectra (bold, red lines only) based on a chi-squared distribution. Spectral peaks are significant for Tunu13 and D4 because the confidence interval exceeds the background spectral noise.

age domain because we believe that physical properties of the firn/ice are ultimately responsible for the high-frequency artifacts recorded in the gas phase at the same depth. Prior to analysis, the data in each 40-year window (as Sect. 3.4.2) are interpolated to an even ice age spacing that is twice the median sample spacing and any windows containing data gaps > 2 years are ignored. We then average the MTM spectra produced to generate mean spectra for sections of the record with relatively high or low growth rate, or in the case of D4, sections of the record encompassing only mature ice or some firn.

Sections of the Tunu13 record with CH$_4$ growth rates > 0.4 ppb yr$^{-1}$ exhibit spectral peaks at 1-year period in the ice age domain and the averaged spectrum for growth rates > 0.4 ppb yr$^{-1}$ has a significant 1-year periodicity (95 % confidence) (Fig. 7). By contrast, sections of the Tunu13 record with growth rates < ±0.4 ppb yr$^{-1}$ show no significant periodicity. The high accumulation Greenland ice core D4 shows an annual periodicity in CH$_4$, but it only becomes significant when data from the lock-in zone are included (Fig. 7). NGRIP shows small spectral peaks at 1-year period for 2 out of 4 time windows with growth rates > 0.2 ppb yr$^{-1}$ but the peak in the averaged spectrum is not significant (Fig. 7). Again, NGRIP data sections with growth rates < 0.2 ppb yr$^{-1}$ exhibit no periodicity. No significant periodicity is resolved in the B40 high-frequency residual CH$_4$ record, potentially because any annual signal has been removed by analytical system smoothing.

The significant annual periodicity resolved in the Tunu13 and D4 records during periods of relatively high growth rates strongly suggests that the mechanism of layered bubble trapping is linked to regular, seasonal variations in the physical properties of the firn pack, over a wide range of Greenland ice core site conditions. The quasi-annual high-frequency signal observed in mature NEEM-2011-S1 ice (Rhodes et al., 2013) could also be added to this list. We note that even if there is some ambient air contamination of D4 lock-in zone CH$_4$ measurements, the wavelength of the CH$_4$ oscil-
lations in the lock-in zone should reflect the depth spacing of alternating layers with contrasting ratios of open to closed porosity, and therefore relatively more or less contamination (Fig. 7).

3.5.2 Implications for bubble closure in the firn column

The regular oscillations between relatively young and relatively old air trapped in the ice core air bubbles suggest that the early-closure layers \( (p_h \text{ on Fig. 1}) \) are not sealing layers which prevent vertical diffusion. In other words, some degree of open porosity/permeability must be maintained in these early-closure layers to allow relatively young air to diffuse down through the firm pack towards the late-closure layers \( (p_l \text{ on Fig. 1}) \). This movement could be via vertical cracks or channels of open porosity tracking around isolated clusters of closed pores in the early-closure layers (Keegan et al., 2014). Furthermore, our results suggest that this situation must be maintained for upwards of 20 years at the Tunu13 site.

The onset of the lock-in or non-diffusive zone (Sowers et al., 1992) is commonly believed to be linked to horizontally expansive sealing layers. Field measurements of firn air (air pumped from the open porosity in the firm) provide strong evidence for such sealing layers by demonstrating a lack of vertical mixing within the lock-in zone. For example, halocarbon tracers linked to anthropogenic industrial activity are effectively absent in the lock-in zone firn air at many sites (Butler et al., 1999; Severinghaus et al., 2010; Sturrock et al., 2002). To first order, the trapping signal we observe in the ice cores therefore suggests that significant bubble closure in the early-closure layers must occur above the lock-in depth, where vertical diffusion of the relatively young air required to form the regular CH\(_4\) oscillations is not impeded. However, we do not rule out a contribution to the trapping signal from within the lock-in zone because (a) some vertical pore connectivity in the lock-in zone is required to explain firn air observations at NEEM (Buizert et al., 2012) and (b) air content of mature ice is not consistent with fully sealing layers at the lock-in depth (Martinierie et al., 1992). Measurements of WAIS Divide lock-in zone samples suggest that much of the trapping signal is inherited from bubble trapping above the lock-in depth, below which the signal gradually becomes muted as vertical gas mixing is limited (Mitchell et al., 2015).

Our results suggest that the variations in local density and/or other related physical properties, such as open porosity or grain size (Gregory et al., 2014) maintain an imprint of annual variability towards the base of the firm column that is strong enough to produce regular layering in the firm, resulting in a CH\(_4\) trapping signal with a significant annual periodicity. It is still not clear precisely how and why layering in polar firn evolves with depth and time in the way that it does. Hörold et al. (2012) suggested that “impurities” which exhibit an annual cycle in concentration may act to promote densification by softening the impurity-rich winter firm layers. Hörold et al. (2012) reported positive correlations between soluble calcium (Ca\(^{2+}\)) concentration and local density but their choice of Ca\(^{2+}\) was not supported by any causal physical link between Ca\(^{2+}\) and densification rate. Ensuing work suggested that chloride (Cl\(^{-}\)) and fluoride (F\(^{-}\)) were more likely candidates to drive densification at NEEM (Fujita et al., 2014), drawing on early experiments which detail how substitution of Cl\(^{-}\) and F\(^{-}\) ions into the ice lattice promotes dislocations and causes a softening effect (Jones, 1967; Nakamura and Jones, 1970). A subsequent study confirms these ideas by demonstrating their application to the Dome Fuji ice core (Fujita et al., 2016). It is important to note that Fujita et al. (2016, 2014) also invoke a second, independent process that contributes to densification which involves textural effects and is related to depositional conditions.

Our data cannot resolve this issue, but we can use the chemical concentrations measured as a proxy for local density, assuming that winter/spring chemical species like Ca and Cl are enriched in the relatively dense layers. In the Tunu13 ice core, concentrations of Ca and Cl show significant negative correlation \( (p < 0.05) \) with CH\(_4\) anomalies when growth rates are positive (Fig. 8). A similar relationship is observable for the short section of the B40 core with significant CH\(_4\) trapping signal, using Na in place of Cl in this instance because it is easier to measure at very low concentrations (Fig. 4b). These observations confirm the seasonality of layered gas trapping that we have assumed – Ca and Cl-rich, dense, layers trap air earlier, preserving a relatively low CH\(_4\) concentration when atmospheric CH\(_4\) is increasing.
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and vice versa. Correlation between impurity levels in the ice and CH$_4$ anomalies does not signify a causal link between them. It makes sense that the correlation between ice chemistry and CH$_4$ is stronger at high growth rates because the trapping signal produced at these times has a relatively high amplitude and an annual periodicity. What is more interesting is that the sign of the correlation coefficient between Ca or Cl and the high-frequency CH$_4$ signal switches when CH$_4$ growth rate is negative rather than positive (Fig. 8). When atmospheric CH$_4$ is decreasing, a Ca-Cl-rich layer that closes off early will trap air with a relatively high CH$_4$ concentration. This is an important final piece of evidence to attribute the high-frequency CH$_4$ signal in ice cores to layered bubble trapping.

4 Summary

4.1 Methane artifacts related to melt layers

We have demonstrated that narrow, isolated peaks in CH$_4$ concentration in the Tunu13 ice core record are located at depths coincident with bubble-free layers assumed to be melt layers. CH$_4$ measurements on discrete ice samples enabled us to confidently link melt layers and CH$_4$ enrichment, circumventing the complication of potential ambient air contamination from the continuous-flow system. These findings contrast with our previous study (Rhodes et al., 2013), in which we found no melt layers associated with anomalous CH$_4$ signals in the NEEM-2011-S1 core, but are in agreement with published data showing trace gas enrichment across melt layers in the Dye 3 (Greenland) ice core (NEEM community members, 2013; Neftel et al., 1983). Furthermore, we confirm this and earlier work (Campen et al., 2003; NEEM community members, 2013) suggesting that dissolution of CH$_4$ in the liquid phase cannot account for the full magnitude of CH$_4$ enrichment in melt layers, suggesting, but not proving, that biological activity may be in part responsible for the observed CH$_4$ enrichment. Additionally, we find no significant relationships between the anomalously high CH$_4$ levels at melt layer depths and concentrations of chemical species (NH$_4^+$, rBC or NO$_3^-$) present in the ice phase of the Tunu13 ice core.

In the absence of a systematic, reliable methodology to confidently distinguish between elevated in situ CH$_4$ signals and ambient air contamination, this study can only contribute limited information regarding the potential for biological in situ production of methane in polar ice. The implications of biological in situ production in polar ice are so far-reaching (Priscu and Hand, 2010) that it deserves further investigation by a dedicated multi-disciplinary project. Continuous trace gas analysis is an effective tool for screening cores to identify depth ranges with interesting signals but further analysis including $\delta^{13}$CH$_4$, organic species and meticulous microbiological characterisation is needed.

4.2 Methane artifacts resulting from layered bubble trapping

This study uses high-resolution continuous CH$_4$ data from five Late Holocene ice cores to demonstrate that layered bubble trapping causes high-frequency (decimetre-scale) oscillations in the CH$_4$ record of mature ice from both Antarctica and Greenland when there is a sustained positive or negative trend in atmospheric growth rate. This trapping signal has been reproduced by discrete and continuous CH$_4$ measurements and cannot reflect atmospheric history because firn-based smoothing processes would have removed it.

Using empirical data supported by firn air transport model simulations we demonstrate that the CH$_4$ trapping signal responds in predictable ways to atmospheric growth rate and site-specific factors, particularly accumulation rate. The amplitude of the CH$_4$ trapping signal increases with atmospheric growth rate and seasonal density contrasts, and decreases with accumulation rate. The layered bubble trapping signal in two Greenland ice core records has a significant annual periodicity, demonstrating that the seasonal contrasts in firn physical properties which develop above the firm-ice transition are regular and uniform enough to generate periodic CH$_4$ artifacts.

5 Implications

5.1 Implications for future ice core trace gas analysis

- As resolution and precision of analytical techniques improve, analysts need to be aware that non-atmospheric, high-frequency signals are present in ice core trace gas records resulting from enrichment associated with melt layers and variability related to layered bubble trapping.

- Careful choices regarding discrete sample size and dimension, and post-processing of continuous data sets are required to avoid misinterpretation. Analysts should integrate trace gas data over multiple annual layers to smooth out the trapping signal, paying particular attention to time periods of relatively high atmospheric CH$_4$ growth rate. Isolated anomalous CH$_4$ signals should be anticipated at sites where surface melt is possible. These considerations are especially relevant for studies of the inter-polar gradient (e.g., Mitchell et al., 2013) because the absolute concentrations are so important to the conclusions reached.

- The magnitude of CH$_4$ trapping signal within an ice core record or in a time slice can be predicted using a firn air transport model adapted for the purpose (Mitchell et al., 2015), provided information about the local density variability at the site is known. Density information from the firm could plausibly be extrapolated to Holocene ice but not to ice from widely different climatic conditions. If variability in chemical concentra-
tions or impurities recorded in the ice phase could somehow be interpreted as a proxy for local density variability, this could help to inform modelling efforts. This study presents only an incremental step towards utilising chemistry records in this way.

5.2 Implications for our understanding of gas trapping

- Our empirical data demonstrate that layered gas trapping is driven by highly regular (seasonal) variations in the physical properties of layered firn, as suggested by Martinerie et al. (1992). Whether local density or some other closely-related property is primarily responsible for driving this seasonal variability in bubble occlusion is not clear.

- The regular CH4 oscillations of the trapping signal indicate that significant bubble closure must occur in the early-closure layers above the lock-in depth. Vertical diffusion through early-closure layers must be maintained for several years (our observations suggest up to 20 years) to allow relatively young air to become trapped in late-closure layers below.

- Despite the many bubble-free layers observed in the Tunu13 ice core, we do not find evidence of fully “sealing layers” above the lock-in zone – there is no major departure from the relationship between trapping signal and linear atmospheric growth rate (Fig. 5). Such a layer has only been observed previously in the Law Dome DE08-2 ice core; this thick melt layer caused an 80% reduction in gas diffusion (Trudinger et al., 1997). A recent examination of bubble-free layers in the WAIS Divide core also found no evidence for significant impact on gas transport (Orsi et al., 2015).

- The layered bubble trapping process has the effect of broadening the modelled gas age distribution of the air in ice cores, relative to a model scenario without layered bubble trapping but the same prescribed firn air diffusivity profile. Age distributions in realistic models of non-layered firn compared to layered firn that capture the effect of layering on the diffusivity have yet to be studied, as far as we are aware. However, in nature, the presence of firn layering presumably leads to the formation of a lock-in zone, which causes a narrowing of the gas age distribution by limiting vertical diffusion. The net effect of firn layering is therefore likely to be a reduction in the width of the gas age distribution of air trapped in ice cores. (Mitchell et al., 2015).

An open question generated by this study is the following: why do the high-frequency oscillations in CH4 concentration increase sharply in amplitude across the transition from mature ice into the lock-in zone (Sect. 3.3)? The findings of Mitchell et al. (2015) suggest that contamination from ambient air is relatively low in continuous data from the lock-in zone and not enough to account for the 10-fold amplitude increase. So, if CH4 variability in the lock-in zone and in the mature ice phase are both related to layered bubble trapping, what causes the discontinuity? Could it be that drilling and cutting the ice samples inherently influences the observations by re-opening centimetre-scale pore clusters that were already closed off from the atmosphere? It may be that the only way to resolve this question is to devise a way to eliminate firn air alteration caused by both ambient air contamination and the re-opening of pores, perhaps by analysing trace gases across the lock-in zone to mature ice transition in situ.
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